Since ur= U(Tr~L) it is clear that 77 = 77i. Since Tr = rT\, it follows that Tr-^z) = Tr^z/r) so that Hr(z)=Hi(z/r). Taking the limit as r, 0<r<l, approaches one, one has 77(0) = lim 77,(0) = In 2 + In 2 = In 4, r-.l as required.
Introduction. The translation theorem of Hopf and Voss
has been generalized by Hsiung [4] and Voss [7] to hypersurfaces, by Hsü [6] to other elementary transformations, and these results were obtained for hypersurfaces by Aeppli [l] . In the first sections of this paper, these results will be generalized to w-dimensional manifolds in (n+m)-dimensional Euclidean space. In the final section, a condition will be given under which a submanifold of Euclidean space is a submanifold of a hypersphere, extending a result of Hsiung [S] .
All manifolds mentioned will be assumed to be compact, connected, orientable, «-dimensional (m^2) manifolds with closed boundaries (empty or of dimension n-1) differentiably imbedded in an (n+m)-dimensional Euclidean space En+m (m 2:1). The notation adopted will be essentially that of Hsiung [4] . The following conventions will be adopted for indices: 
Further, the exterior convention for multiplication of differentials will be observed in vector products. If Ni, • • • , 2Vm is a frame of mutually orthogonal unit vector fields normal to a manifold V" (locally) with
where |< denotes partial differentiation with respect to the ith local coordinate, then one has
with * denoting that the corresponding factor is omitted, and MT(Na) denoting the rth mean curvature of V" determined by the normal field Na.
2. Translation theorem. In this section, the following theorem will be proved.
Theorem. Let V", V*nEEn+m with boundaries FB_1, V*n~l, and let f: Vn-^V*n be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism such that the line segments joining corresponding points are always parallel to a fixed direction e.
Let S be the set of points of Vn at which the vector e does not lie in the tangent space, and let Ni denote the unit vector field defined on S which lies in the linear space spanned by the tangent space of V" and the vector e, is orthogonal to the tangent space, and for which e ■ Ni > 0.
Suppose further that S is dense in V" and SC\ Vn~l is dense in V"-1, that on Vn~l, F*"-1 one has N? = Ni and that at corresponding points M*(A7!*) = 7kfi(7v"i). Then f is a translation. Let 31 = we-Ni* X dXX ■ ■ • X dX X N2 X • • • XNm = we-N* XdX*X ■ • ■ XdX*XN2X ■ ■ • XNm. Then d& = we-dX* X ■ ■ ■ X dX* X dN? X N2 X ■ • ■ X Nm -Nf ■(dw)e XdX*X ■ ■ • XdX* XNiX ■ ■ ■ XNm
has the direction of Na, and we-dX* X ■ ■ ■ X dX* X dNa X N? X ■ ■ ■ X Ña X ■ ■ ■ X Nm = 0. 3. Similarity theorem.
Theorem.
Let Vn, v*nEEn+m with boundaries V""1, V*n~1 and let f: V-+V*" be a diffeomorphism such that at corresponding points X* = kX.
Let S denote the set of points of V" at which the position vector does not lie in the tangent space, and let Ni be the unit vector field defined on S which lies in the linear space spanned by the tangent space of 7" and the position vector, which is orthogonal to the tangent space, and for which X-Ni>0. 
where £ = sign of (X%-X%X ■ ■ ■ XX*"XNi*XN2X ■ • • XNm). Since 1 + N* ■ Ni ^0, Nf = ±Ni almost everywhere on T, and at these points 0 = X*-NÎ = ± X*-Ni = ± k\iX-Ni = ± k\ipi.
Thus k\i = Q almost everywhere. By continuity, k\i vanishes throughout V", so k is a constant.
Characterization of manifolds in hyperspheres. A manifold in
En+m will be said to be star shaped with respect to the origin if at each point the position vector does not belong to the tangent space at that point. As in §3, 2Vi will denote the unit vector field on Vn which lies in the linear space spanned by the tangent space and the position vector, which is orthogonal to the tangent space and for which X-7Vi>0. Then X = p1Ni+(X-Xli)gi>Xu, where pi = X-Ni>0.
A will denote the Laplacian: Ad) = <j>-ngií, where semicolons denote covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols formed from g,y. One finds by straightforward calculation that: Lemma 1. For any submanifold V" of En+m, the mean curvature normal is i/n times the Laplacian of the position vector.
Lemma 2. On a manifold which is star shaped with respect to the origin, one has A(X-X) = 2n(l+piMi(Ni)). Combining these with the assumptions of the theorem, one haŝ i=|X| which implies |-X"| is constant.
